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NEW QUESTION: 1
HOTSPOT
You develop an HTML messaging application that allows users to
send messages. The messages can have an optional
file attachment that is identified by a filename.

You use the following function to send a message:
You
How
the
the

need to send a message with a file attachment.
should you complete the relevant code? (To answer, select
appropriate option from each drop-down list in
answer area.)

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Object Properties
The name:values pairs (in JavaScript objects) are called
properties.
var person = {firstName:"John", lastName:"Doe", age:50,
eyeColor:"blue"};
Reference: JavaScript Objects

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have been asked to write a testing strategy for the
company. Which statement best explains how risk can be
addressed within the testing strategy? 1 credit
A. A test strategy is derived from the test policy and
describes the way risk assessments are performed in projects.
B. A test strategy identifies the specific product for a
project risk and defines the approach for the test project.
C. A test strategy should address identified generic product
risks and present a process for mitigating those risks in line
with the testing policy.
D. A test strategy is the result of a project risk analysis and
defines the approach and resources for testing.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
The security administrator finds unauthorized tables and
records, which were not present before, on a Linux database
server. The database server communicates only with one web
server, which connects to the database server via an account
with SELECT only privileges. Web server logs show the
following:
90.76.165.40 - - [08/Mar/2014:10:54:04] "GET
calendar.php?create%20table%20hidden HTTP/1.1" 200 5724
90.76.165.40 - - [08/Mar/2014:10:54:05] "GET
../../../root/.bash_history HTTP/1.1" 200 5724
90.76.165.40 - - [08/Mar/2014:10:54:04] "GET
index.php?user=&lt;script&gt;Create&lt;/script&gt;
HTTP/1.1" 200 5724 The security administrator also inspects the
following file system locations on the database server using

the command 'ls -al /root'
drwxrwxrwx 11 root root 4096 Sep 28 22:45 . drwxr-xr-x 25 root
root 4096 Mar 8 09:30 .. -rws------ 25 root root 4096 Mar 8
09:30 .bash_history -rw------- 25 root root 4096 Mar 8 09:30
.bash_history -rw------- 25 root root 4096 Mar 8 09:30 .profile
-rw------- 25 root root 4096 Mar 8 09:30 .ssh
Which of the following attacks was used to compromise the
database server and what can
the security administrator implement to detect such attacks in
the future? (Select TWO).
A. Set an account lockout policy
B. Privilege escalation
C. SQL injection
D. Cross-site scripting
E. Update crontab with: find / \( -perm -4000 \) -type f
-print0 | xargs -0 ls -l | email.sh
F. Using input validation, ensure the following characters
aresanitized.&lt;&gt;
G. Implement the following PHP directive: $clean_user_input =
addslashes($user_input)
H. Brute force attack
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is an ITS service?
A. Multiple ITS instances connect to single systems
B. An ITS service is the set of components needed to call an
SAP transaction via the ITS
Answer: B
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